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Abstract 

[1] 
Movement of Earth’s rotational axis with respect to the globe generates roughly circular motions of the north and 
south rotational poles on the surface.  Motion of the north rotational pole with respect to the net surface consists of 
such circular wobbles with a quasi-annual period.  The wobbles of polar motion are formed primarily from two 
components—the free Chandler wobble (433 days) and the forced annual wobble (seasonal, 365 days).  The mean 
centers of each wobble combination, over multiple years, create a trend path called polar drift.  Analyses of polar drift 
have typically made use of a resolution of the drift path into x- and y-coordinate components, which are compiled by 
type into two time-series and statistically analyzed.  We avoid such a parsed treatment and instead calculate total 
distances of incremental motions, thus allowing correlation of polar-drift speed and acceleration to hypothesized 
Earth responses (i.e. seismic energy and volcanism).  To this end, the two wobble components of polar motion are 
suppressed and the series of pole coordinates is smoothed (Gambis; 2000, 2011).  Then, the resulting series of 
coordinate pairs was utilized to incrementally calculate polar-drift direction, speed, and acceleration. 
[2] 
Drift speed and acceleration are plotted and the latter superimposed with markers designating occurrences of great 
(M ≥ 8.0) earthquakes and large (VEI ≥ 3.9) volcanic eruptions.  The graph, Figure 1, illustrates that when the speed 
trace reaches a peak or the acceleration trace reaches a point of inflection (e.g. turning point), great quakes and large 
eruptions in this dataset frequently occur.  Two successive time derivatives of motion, jerk and jounce, have extreme 
values near peaks along the speed trace and near points of inflection along the acceleration trace.  Hence, the 
correlation apparent in Fig. 1 suggests that short periods of extreme jerk or jounce of polar drift produce conditions 
that assist in the release, or triggering, of such great-energy or catastrophic [1] events.  The profile of the drift-speed 
trace is also compared to a plot of the estimated level of global seismic energy of the great quakes over a period of 72 
years (Kanamori, 1977).  The approximate match that is produced seems to indicate that the speed of polar drift 
modulates global seismic energy and that the energy is exponentially related to the speed. 
[3] 
A notable temporal lagging is illustrated between meridian great circles (MGCs) that are aligned with the polar-drift 
direction vector and MGCs coincident with locations of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions.  The drift direction 
vector orients a global pattern of lateral forcing of the crust (augmenting convection-related drivers of plate motions), 
as indicated by a regular, global pattern of seismic energy for about the last century and by globally systematic 
components of plate motions (Zbikowski, 2018).  Commensurate with region-specific strength of seismic energy and 
crustal forcing, catastrophic-event MGCs generally lagging passage of drift-direction MGCs, implies that a substantial 
accumulation of crustal loading is commonly required to predispose great-energy events, which may then be 
susceptible to triggering by pulses of extreme jerk or jounce. 
[4] 
According to these data and methods, the current speed of polar drift (46 cm/yr in 2017) is, historically, quite fast and 
by 2021 ± 2.5 years is projected to reach 52 cm/yr, or 3.5x the average of the last 117 years.  Additionally, for the 
same 117 years, comparison of the record of polar drift including its brief periods of extreme jerk and jounce shows 
correlation between those periods and small groups of great-energy events, and indicates that such clusters have 
average durations of about 14 months.  Therefore, we forecast that, in the next decade, an abundance of great quakes 
and large eruptions will occur within an approximately 14-month span that is centered on a drift-speed peak in 2021 ± 
2.5 years (2018.5–2023.5) and, similarly, on the next upward turning point of drift acceleration in about 2025 ± 2.5 
years (i.e. 2021 ± 2.5 + ~4).  Relatedly, a 59-year beat in the frequency of drift-speed peaks may exist, which is 
suggested by both the speed record and dates of past great quakes and large volcanic eruptions—consistent with the 
observation that speed peaks correlate closely with such catastrophic events.  If the 59-year beat in drift-speed peaks 
is valid (i.e. 1901, 1960, and 2019), then 2019 may center the first dangerous 14-month span and the second may 
center in about 2023 (i.e. 2019 + ~4). 
 
Note: 
1. The terms, great-energy or catastrophic, are used to designate only great (M ≥ 8.0) earthquakes and/or large (VEI ≥ 3.9) volcanic 

eruptions. VEI denotes Volcanic Explosivity Index. 
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Global Seismic Energy Elevated 
[5] 
Global seismic energy has been notably elevated, lately.  Work was presented which reported that for the decade 
beginning December, 2004, the average annual rate of occurrence of global great quakes was about 265% of the 
average annual rate of such quakes for the period 1900–2004 (Lay, 2014).  Great quakes normally comprise about 80% 
of Earth’s seismic energy. 
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Gravitational Torques May Produce Components of Polar Drift 

[6] 
Torques on the ellipsoidal (oblate spheroid) Earth, produced by gravitational interactions with celestial neighbors, are 
hypothesized to dominantly force Earth’s rotational axis to pivot at the geocenter, as indicated by the secular drift of 
mean poles.  Such polar drift is observed to vary substantially in speed and direction and the variations are proposed 
to be due, in part, to a complex merging of fluctuating gravitational forces, resulting from the orbital interplay of Earth 
and its neighbors.  A major influence on the drift dynamic appears to be the Moon.  The timing of quasi-periodic cycles 
in acceleration of polar drift (Fig. 1, below) are hypothesized to derive, largely, from the combined gravitational effects 
of two lunar cycles—the 18.6-year revolution-of-node and 8.85-year revolution-of-perigee.  Varying Earth-Moon 
distance and orientation, resulting from time-varying combinations of these lunar cycles, are hypothesized to be 
principal factors for decadal variations in components of polar drift.  Spectral analyses of Earth’s secular polar drift for 
the last 121 years reveals strong contributions from these two lunar cycles, which supports the hypothesis of lunar 
forcing of polar drift (Zbikowski, 2018). 
 
 

Polar Drift May Energize Quakes via Ellipsoidal Demand and Plate Motions 
[7] 
The speed of polar drift appears to modulate global seismic energy.  Evidence of this causal relationship is presented in 
Sections [9–17] by comparing the speed of polar drift to the estimated global seismic energy of great quakes over a 
period of 72 years.  When Earth’s rotational axis pivots at the geocenter, the planet's ellipsoidal figure must migrate to 
continue to align symmetrically with that axis.  Such figure migration [2] implies georadial adjustments throughout the 
body, which are driven by equipotential forces, and are herein postulated to produce strain and seismicity in the 
brittle crust.  The calculated amount of theoretical, georadial adjustment of the crust for any location during an 
increment of time that includes polar drift is termed ellipsoidal demand, which depends on the speed of polar drift 
and varies geometrically across the globe, according to the latitude of the location and its shortest longitudinal 
distance to the MGC that is aligned with the vector of polar drift.  Accumulated ellipsoidal demand drives georadial 
adjustments that may manifest via lateral to vertical relative motions and present episodically to near continuously, as 
evidenced by discrete seismicity to low-frequency rumble. 
[8] 
Relatedly, polar drift appears to produce a global pattern of lateral forcing of the crust, which is additional to several 
convection-related processes, with all, hypothetically, combining to drive plate motions.  A model for crustal forcing 
by polar drift has been described and evidentially supported (Zbikowski, 2018).  Moreover, global accumulations of 
both plate interactions and ellipsoidal demand over time (e.g. between episodes of peak seismic energy release), 
generally produce infinitesimally more dispersion of Earth’s mass about the rotational axis and, therefore, a minuscule 
increase in rotational inertia.  Hence, with such an inertial increase and rotational energy being conserved, the 
rotation rate receives a minute component of negative acceleration.  Therefore, the length of day (LOD) increases an 
exceedingly small but measurable amount.  Conversely, because great quakes generally tend to make the mass 
distribution more compact with respect to the axis, years that have many great quakes show a commensurate 
component of positive acceleration in rotation rate and an exceedingly small but measurable reduction in LOD. These 
component accelerations are in addition to significant accelerations produced by other causes, such as (1) the secular 
increase in Earth–Moon distance, and (2) interactions of Earth’s solid surface with the dynamic atmosphere and 
hydrosphere.  Therefore, net pulses of positive acceleration in rotation rate may correlate roughly to great quakes and 
closely related cascades of large, aftershock or stress-coupled quakes.  This process seems slightly misinterpreted by 
Bendick and Bilham, 2017, possibly because they failed to recognize polar drift as the phenomenon underlying the 
mechanism. 
 
Note: 
2. Figure migration will be the geocentric angular motion by which the axis of symmetry of the Earth ellipsoid tips with respect to 

the net globe. The associated readjustment of the figure may occur largely continuously, but probably regionally sporadically, as 
evidenced by both episodic seismic and aseismic releases, worldwide. 
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Extreme Jerk or Jounce of Polar Drift Assists in Triggering Great Quakes and Large Eruptions 
[9] 
The speed and acceleration of polar drift from 1890–2011 and projected to 2022 is shown in Fig. 1 (Zbikowski, 2012–
2014).  ‘TOM’ means ‘Tip-Over Mode’ of the movement of Earth’s net surface with respect to the rotational axis—in 
contrast to the tilt-over mode of axial motion with respect to the celestial frame, which results in precession and 
nutation.  Markers of great-energy events are superimposed on the acceleration trace with respect to time of 
occurrence, only. 
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[10] 
FIGURE 1 

Figure 1 shows speed and acceleration of secular drift of Earth's north rotational pole with respect to the net surface 
for the period 1890–2011 and projected to 2022.  ‘TOM’ means ‘Tip-Over-Mode’ of Earth’s net surface with respect 
to the rotational axis—in contrast to the tilt-over mode of axial motion with respect to the celestial frame, which 
results in precession and nutation.  Speed of polar drift (lower, red trace) is calculated incrementally using mean-
pole data that have the Chandler and annual wobble terms suppressed and the series of pole coordinates smoothed 
(Gambis; 2000, 2011).  Drift acceleration is calculated as the first time-derivative of drift speed and then LOESS-span 
0.007 smoothed (upper, blue trace).  Markers on the blue acceleration trace indicate years of occurrence and 
categorical sizes of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions (Earthquake Data, 2011; Volcanic Data, 2011), as found 
in (Zbikowski, 2012–2014).  Event markers are placed along the blue trace by date of occurrence.  No other shared 
attribute is implied by their superposition.  The LOESS-span 0.08 smoothed acceleration (upper, black trace) provides 
a more uniform trend of drift acceleration. 

 
Interpretation 

[11] 
The trace of polar-drift speed shows a repetitive pattern, with prominent peaks spaced about 59 years apart (i.e. 1901, 
1960, 2021 projected).  The 59-year intervals appear to separate a pulsating beat in the frequency of speed amplitude 
that may be caused, in large part, by an interference pattern produced from multiple forcing cycles driving the 
dynamics.  With drift speed averaging about 15 cm/yr since 1890, drift-speed peaks are shown to be substantially 
faster.  The 1901 peak was 23 cm/yr and 23/15 = 1.5.  The 1960 peak was 24.5 cm/yr and 24.5/15 = 1.6.  Current drift 
speed (2017) is about 46 cm/yr and 46/15 = 3.1.  The projected peak at 2021 may reach 52 cm/yr with 52/15 = 3.5.  
Thus, the projected drift-speed peak is 52/24.5 = 2.1x the 1960 peak value. 
[12] 
A caveat  

The time series of polar-drift speed is produced using a time series of mean-pole drift, and fine temporal 
characteristics may depend, in part, on systematic nuances that derive from the suppression and smoothing 
methods used on the sets of raw, polar-motion data that were used to create the mean-pole drift series.  To 
compute the mean-pole drift series, Dr. Gambis performed a “CENSUS X11” decomposition of the C01 pole 
coordinates.  Previously, we have achieved good results using Dr. Gambis’s mean-pole series (Zbikowski, 2014–
2015).  However, other statistical methods are available and may be utilized to create a mean-pole drift series.  In 
Appendix A, we utilize an alternative series of mean-poles produced by Dr. Christian Bizouard, current Director of 
International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS), who used a “more traditional method like 
Gaussian filter, after suppressing the annual and Chandler terms by band pass filter”(IERS, 2017).  The trend isolated 
by Dr. Bizouard presents a strong shift with respect to the mean-pole series obtained by the Gambis method of 
statistical processing. 

[13] 
When the speed trace reaches a peak or the acceleration trace reaches a point of inflection, great quakes and large 
eruptions frequently occur.  For example, in 1901 drift speed reached a peak and in 1902.81, a VEI 6 (Volcanic 
Explosivity Index) eruption occurred in Guatemala.  Although four M ≥ 8.4 quakes are globally indicated from 1900.83–
1902.73 by some sources, magnitudes of these events are thought to be suspect because of the questionable accuracy 
of the very few and rather rudimentary seismometers operating, worldwide, at this time.  Therefore, these quakes 
might, reservedly, be considered subordinate evidence.  About four years after the 1901 peak in drift speed, drift 
acceleration reached an upward turning point when a temporal cluster of six great quakes occurred that included: in 
1905.52, an M8.3 (Mongolia); in 1905.56, an M8.3 (Mongolia); in 1906.08, an M8.8 (Ecuador); in 1906.62, an M8.3 
(Aleutian Islands); in 1906.62, an M8.2 (Chile), and in 1906.70, an M8.0 (Chile).  Additionally, in 1906.29, the infamous 
M7.8 San Francisco quake struck (almost a great quake).  Similarly, in 1960, drift speed reached a peak and three great 
quakes occurred:  in 1960.22, an M8.0 (Japan); in 1960.39, an M8.1 (Chile); and a day later, the greatest earthquake 



ever instrumentally recorded—the M9.5 Chilean megaquake.  Again, about four years after the 1960 peak in drift 
speed, drift acceleration took an upward turn and another temporal cluster of five great quakes occurred:  In 1963.78, 
an M8.5 (Kuril Islands); in 1963.84, an M8.1 (Banda Sea); in 1964.24, the M9.2 Alaskan megaquake; in 1965.07, an 
M8.2 (Indonesia); and in 1965.09, an M8.7 (Rat Islands).  These data are summarized in Table 1. 
 

1901 
Drift-Speed Peak 

= 23 cm/yr 

1905 (1901 + ~4) 
Drift Acceleration 

Next Turning ↑ Pt. 

1960 (1901 + 59) 
Drift-Speed Peak 

= 24.5 cm/yr 

1964 (1960 + ~4) 
Drift Acceleration 

Next Turning ↑ Pt. 

2021 ± 2.5 yr ‡ 
Drift-Speed Peak 
Est. = 52 cm/yr 

1900.83 – M8.4* 
1901.61 – M8.4* 
1902.64 – M8.6* 
1902.73 – M8.4* 
1902.81 – VEI 6 
 
 
*Magnitude suspect 

1905.52 – M8.3 
1905.56 – M8.3 
1906.08 – M8.8 
1906.29 – M7.8 † 
1906.62 – M8.3 
1906.62 – M8.2 
1906.70 – M8.0 
† San Francisco 

1960.22 – M8.0 
1960.39 – M8.1 
1960.39 – M9.5 
 

1963.78 – M8.5 
1963.84 – M8.1 
1964.24 – M9.2 
1965.07 – M8.2 
1965.09 – M8.7 

‡ Drift-speed peak 
estimated using 
median of an ARIMA 
model.  If beat 
frequency is valid, 
~14-month triggering 
span may center on 
2019. 

 
[14] 
TABLE 1 

Table 1 summarizes data in the preceding paragraph and mentions two competing forecasting methods.  The 
median of the AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model projects a drift-speed peak at 2021 ± 2.5 
years (2018.5–2023.5), while the assumption of an astronomically driven, regular beat cycle of 59 years projects a 
drift-speed peak at 2019 (1960 + 59).  Hence, when approximating about a four-year lag between a speed peak and 
subsequent upturn in drift acceleration, the ARIMA model yields the acceleration upturn at about 2025 ± 2.5 years 
(i.e. 2021 ± 2.5 + ~4), while the regular beat cycle yields the upturn at about 2023 (i.e. 2019 + ~4).  Historically, the 
nominal years of speed peaks or subsequent acceleration upturns indicate clusters of great-energy [1] events that 
describe a mean span of about 14 months (i.e. 24, 14, 2, and 16 months), during which such events may occur.  For 
historical comparison, in the period 1890–2011.56 (121.56 years) 148 great quakes occurred, averaging 148/121.56 
= 1.2 great quakes per year. 

[15] 
The above set of eighteen great quakes with locations detailed and many more unlocated great quakes (or nearly 
great, with varying estimates of magnitude from rudimentary or competing sources) and large volcanic eruptions 
shown in Fig. 1 support a hypothesis that asserts positive correlation between such great-energy or catastrophic [1] 
events and extreme jerk or jounce of polar drift.  Moreover, post 1900, the larger the size (M or VEI) of a great-energy 
event, the closer in time its occurrence generally is to a point of inflection along the trace of polar-drift acceleration.  
This size-dependent relationship further supports the strong efficacy of time-derivative aspects of drift acceleration to 
stimulate such events. The close correlation between great-energy events and the jerk or jounce of polar drift 
suggests that an algorithm might be developed using a state-space representation or related mathematical 
formalism(s) that could project probabilities of global seismic energy for values of jerk and jounce of polar drift, based 
on a complex formulation of these two related aspects of motion.  Similarly, the general concept may be adapted to 
forecast M ≥ 6.0 quakes for any specific global region by utilizing values of jerk and jounce of ellipsoidal demand that 
exist at the time of local quakes of known energies, and such analysis may yield a viable forecasting algorithm for that 
region.  Previous tentative work showing qualitative correlations of M ≥ 6.0 quakes and the jerk or jounce of ellipsoidal 
demand is available (Zbikowski, 2014–2015).  Of course, for more accurate quake forecasting, triggering impetuses 
from celestial-geodynamic analyses should be merged appropriately with elastic-rebound-motivated hazard analyses. 
 
Note: 
1. The terms, great-energy or catastrophic, are used to designate only great (M ≥ 8.0) earthquakes and/or large (VEI ≥ 3.9) volcanic 

eruptions. VEI denotes Volcanic Explosivity Index. 
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Polar-Drift Speed Modulates Global Seismic Energy 
[16] 
The estimated global “minimum strain energy drop” (seismic wave energy [3]) of great quakes from 1904–1976 is 
shown below in Fig. 2, from (Kanamori, 1977). 
 

 
 
FIGURE 2 - and its description below, are both from (Kanamori, 1977) and are copyright © 1977 by the American 

Geophysical Union; John Wiley and Sons, publisher. 
Fig. 2.  The minimum strain energy drop W0 (equal to the seismic wave energy if Orowan’s [1960] condition is met) 
in great earthquakes as a function of year.  The solid curve shows unlagged 5-year running average (in ergs per 
year) taken at the center of the interval.  The ordinate is given in three scales, the seismic moment M0, W0, and Mw.  
Large earthquakes for which M0 has not been determined are plotted at the bottom with the surface wave 
magnitude Ms. 

 

Interpretation 
[17] 
The estimated values of seismic wave energy [3] of this set of global great quakes appear to undulate sympathetically 
with the values of polar-drift speed in Fig. 1.  The match is approximate, but the proportional nature of the graphical 
correspondence combined with the logarithmic ordinate scales of Fig. 2 appear to imply an exponential relationship.  
Drift speed is hypothesized to factor into global seismic energy by increasing both plate interaction and ellipsoidal 
demand loading rates and strain levels, while extrema of jerk and jounce of polar drift may supply substantial 
triggering impetuses.  However, seismic wave energy is not all the energy released in the lithosphere.  A 
comprehensive accounting of energy, including related deformational energies (e.g. aseismic creep, slow earthquakes 
with low-frequency rumble), may match the profile of the drift-speed trace differently.  Presently, non-seismic 
energies are not generally identified and estimated, so the degree of match of total energy of figure deformation and 
plate interactions to polar-drift speed is unknown.  Although seismic energy is not all the energy released in the 
lithosphere, the speed of polar drift appears an important factor in modulating global seismic energy. 
 
Note: 
3. Minimum strain energy drop equals seismic wave energy if Orowan’s condition is met (Orowan, 1960). 
 
Refs: 
Kanamori, H. (1977). Energy release in great earthquakes, J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 82, No. 20, p. 2984, Fig. 2.  http://gps-prod-
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Orowan, E. (1960). Mechanism of seismic faulting, Geol. Soc. Amer. Mem., 79, pp. 323–345. 
 
 

Temporal Forecast for Great Quakes and Large Volcanic Eruptions 
[18] 
Speed of polar drift is projected in Fig. 1 to continue to increase to a peak of 52 cm/yr by 2021 ± 2.5 yrs.  With the 
average drift speed during the last 117 years at about 15 cm/yr, this speed peak will be (52/15) or 3.5x the historic 
average.  Hence, to the degree of confidence that global seismic energy can be inferred to commensurately track with 
drift speed, an increase in global seismic energy may be projected to near this peak, within 2018.5–2023.5.  During 
about a 14-month span that is centered near the speed peak, multiple great-energy events may occur.  Similarly, when 
drift acceleration reaches its subsequent upturn, about four years later in 2025 ± 2.5 years (i.e. 2021 ± 2.5 + ~4) and 
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within a span of about 14 months, more great-energy events may occur.  If the 59-year beat in the frequency of speed 
peaks is valid, the next peak will occur in about 2019 (i.e. 1901, 1960, and 2019).  This scenario produces the next 
upturn in acceleration in about 2023 (i.e. 2019 + ~4).  As above, the 59-year beat may produce great-energy events 
during both ~14-month spans that surround these nominal years of jerk and jounce extrema.  These temporal 
forecasts are based on the apparent triggering efficacy of extrema of jerk or jounce of polar drift for great quakes and 
large eruptions, as evidenced by eighteen examples with locations detailed in Section [13] and many more unlocated 
events that are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
 

Polar-Drift Direction Modulates the Energizing of Global Regions 
[19] 
In addition to polar-drift speed, another principal factor in determining the ellipsoidal demand that energizes any 
particular global region is the recent direction of polar drift.  The direction factor in the calculation of ellipsoidal 
demand is:  Cosine of the shortest longitudinal distance (Δ long) between the MGC aligned with the direction vector of 
polar drift and the meridian that is coincident with the location of interest (Zbikowski, 2014–2015).  Hence, a Δ long of 
0° will factor at 1.00 and a Δ long of ± 10° will factor at a still commanding 0.98.  A novel spatial-statistical method was 
recently developed which provides evidence that the trend of polar drift has oriented with a longitudinal pattern of 
global seismic energy for about the last century (Zbikowski, 2018).  The energy pattern shows a maximum ‘density’ 
near the MGC that aligns with the average direction vector of polar drift, and tapers off in a longitudinally symmetric 
manner about that MGC.  Hence, this evidence supports, globally, the dependence of seismic energy on the local speed 
of readjustment of Earth’s ellipsoidal figure, because the pattern of seismic energy emulates, in longitudinal profile, the 
pattern of readjustment speed that is partly due, kinematically, to Cos(Δ long)[4].  We speculate that ellipsoidal demand 
resulting from figure migration may accumulate over many decades or centuries, at locations where the same sense of 
vertical motion adds constructively.  However, the quake-energizing effect of regional, residual strain from ellipsoidal 
demand may decay somewhat over time by crustal stress diffusion and any pertinent plastic deformation existing 
within rock ductility.  Much further investigation is needed to evaluate these concepts.  A time series of drift-direction 
MGCs is shown below in Fig. 3, from (Zbikowski, 2012–2014). 

 
[20] 
FIGURE 3 

Fig. 3 relates MGCs aligned with the direction vector of polar drift (blue trace) to MGCs that are coincident with 
locations (markers) of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions for 1890–2011.05.  The trace of drift-direction 
MGCs is constructed incrementally from numerous drift-direction MGCs that are calculated as tangents sequentially 
from the data set of mean poles, which has been statistically processed to: (1) suppress the two wobble components 
of polar motion, and (2) smooth the series of pole coordinates.  Drift-direction MGCs are projected to 2030.  For 
graphic simplicity, drift-direction MGCs and great-energy-event MGCs are plotted on only the Eastern Hemisphere, 
by designating the eastern meridians of the MGCs.  To permit graphical continuity of the trace of drift MGCs, the 
'Eastern Hemisphere' displayed extends from 40–220° E longitude.  This method of projection utilizes the 
hemispherical symmetry inherent in the global refiguring that is produced by polar drift. 

 
Interpretation – Forecasting Regions of Acute Seismicity 

[21] 
Fig. 3 shows that the present direction vector of polar drift is along the (eastern referenced) MGC of 196° E, which 
includes meridians of 16° E (cf. Mount Vesuvius, Italy is 14.4° E, Phlegraean Fields (Campi Flegrei) are 14.2° E) and 164° 
W (cf. Shumagin Seismic Gap, Aleutian Islands, Alaska is 162° W).  The drift direction factor for calculating ellipsoidal 
demand within two degrees longitude of the 196° E MGC is 0.999.  When this factor is applied to the very fast drift 
speed that Earth is now experiencing and that we project for the next decade, the remarkable ellipsoidal demand 
values that result suggest:  in the next decade, the Aleutian Islands around 164° W appear to be at hazard for a great 
quake and the Mediterranean region around the 16° E Meridian, especially Italy, appear to be at hazard for multiple 



large quakes and possibly an eruption of Campi Flegrei or Mt. Vesuvius.  Additional support for projecting an eruption 
of Mt. Vesuvius is that its last eruption (VEI 2) occurred on March 27, 1944, when the direction of polar drift was along 
the MGC that included the 14.4° E meridian: (1944.2, 194.4° E) in Fig.3. 
[22] 
Further analysis of Fig. 3 reveals that a very great quake or very large eruption may often lag in time behind an 
alignment of the drift direction (blue trace) MGC and event location (marker) MGC, averaging about 9.3-years delay 
for five M ≥ 8.8 quakes and 9.1-years delay for three VEI > 5 volcanic eruptions [5].  Of course, with such small numbers 
of events these averages are not statistically valid.  However, they seem physically reasonable, because the 
acceleration trace of polar drift exhibits quasi-periodic cyclicity with turning points (n.b. extreme jerk and jounce) 
every half cycle.  Such cyclicity in proposed triggering impetus appears to be driven largely by the dominant, lunar-
nodal nutational period of 18.75 years—and half of that cycle is 9.38 years (Zbikowski, 2018). 
[23] 
Finally, it should be remembered that the blue trace of polar-drift MGCs represents a Δ long of 0°, which yields a drift 
direction factor of 1.00 when calculating ellipsoidal demand.  As generally regarded statistically substantial, a factor of 
0.95 results from a Δ long of ± 18.2°, which could be illustrated with dash limits above and below the blue trace to give 
an indication of possible ranges of effective rate of ellipsoidal demand.  (See Fig. B1 in Appendix B.)  Although polar 
drift has been shown to assist in driving plate motions (Zbikowski, 2018) and thus loading associated faults, proposing 
that a direction factor ≥ 0.95 and its corresponding Δ long (± 18.2°) define ranges of effective concurrent ellipsoidal 
demand that may support (load and trigger) seismicity and volcanism is speculation. 
 
Notes: 
4. Migration of Earth’s ellipsoidal figure (oblate spheroid) due to polar drift may be thought of as the movement of a material 

‘wave’ that matches the tipping motion of the rotational axis—southward in the hemisphere of southward drift of the North Pole 
and northward in the hemisphere of northward drift of the South Pole. This wave pivots on an axis between equatorial points 
that are ± 90° longitude of the MGC that is aligned with the vector of polar drift. 

5. Sections [18–19] of (Zbikowski, 2012–2014). 
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Additional Discussion 
 

Celestial Geodynamics 
[24] 
This article presents evidence that supports the proposed new field of Celestial Geodynamics.  Celestial Geodynamics 
is the study of geodynamic effects on a planet (e.g. Earth) that are driven by gravitational interactions with local 
celestial bodies.  A current constraint in earthquake science is not so much rightfully considering Earth’s geodynamics 
as an open system, including its astronomical context, but in the difficulty of imagining quantitative methods by which 
to measure geodynamic effects (Zbikowski, 2018). 
 

Decadal Components of Polar-Drift Acceleration 
[25] 
Great quakes have commonly been calculated to perturb the orientation of Earth’s rotational axis with respect to the 
globe and thus, logically, tweak secular polar drift.  Although excitation of polar motion by quakes appears non-
random but widely varied in direction, the net calculated impulse of large quakes tends to nudge the North Pole 
towards 130°–150° E (Zhen-Nian, 1996).  Additionally, great quakes redistribute Earth’s crustal mass, generally making 
the distribution more compact with respect to the spin axis, thus increasing its spin rate to shorten the LOD (Section 
[8]).  Analogously, on Earth’s crust, extensive global mass redistributions (e.g. oceans, polar ice, or atmosphere) will 
physically vary components of quasi-annual polar wobble.  However, no terrestrial mechanism is recognized to explain 
the decadal periodic components of polar-drift acceleration response that is evident in Figure 1.  The idea of local 
celestial bodies forcing such an Earth response seems reasonable, because gravitational interactions with the Moon, 
Sun, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter yield consequential forces, complex variability, and extensive regularity, on decadal and 
shorter time scales. 
 

Hidden Components of Polar Torque and Polar Drift? 
[26] 
Earth’s polar drift has been shown to be, in part, a response to gravitational interaction with the Moon, and by 
analogy, speculated to be affected by gravitational interactions with the Sun, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter (Zbikowski, 
2018).  While some suppression of quasi-annual components of polar motion is necessary to obtain a secular trend of 
polar drift, the degree of suppression may be an issue.  The two distinct methods of statistical treatment of raw polar-
motion datasets, which were utilized to obtain the series of mean-pole drift coordinates, varied considerably in the 
suppression of quasi-annual components of polar motion.  This became clear when spectral analyses of the drift-
acceleration time series obtained by the two methods were performed and compared (Zbikowski, 2018; and Appendix 
A, herein). 
[27] 
A contrast of spectral powers of the acceleration time series using the Bizouard vs Gambis methods shows that (1) 
near the 1-year period, Bizouard’s is about 37% of Gambis’ power, and (2) at the 0.5-year period, both power values 
are obscured by noise, but Bizouard’s appears to be about equal to Gambis’ power.  Because periods of cycles of 
substantial solar torque components (i.e. 0.500 and 1.000 year) and analogous cycles of torque components from 
synodic periodicities with Jupiter (1.092 years), Venus (1.599 years), and Mars (2.135 years) may significantly affect 
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the sequential time-derivative aspects of secular polar drift, the question arises whether the relatively strong 
suppression near quasi-annual periods allows the Bizouard method an accurate representation of polar drift.  More 
detailed investigation is clearly justified; because the Gambis method yielded speed and acceleration time-series that 
correlated closely with great quakes and large volcanic eruptions, while the Bizouard method yields quite different 
time-derivative aspects of polar drift. 
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Summary Conclusions 
[28] 
Fig. 1 illustrates that when the drift-speed trace reaches a peak or the drift-acceleration trace reaches a point of 
inflection, great quakes and large eruptions frequently occur.  Hence, consistent with previous IfCG work (Zbikowski, 
2012–2014), extrema of jerk or jounce of secular polar drift are correlated qualitatively to these great-energy events.  
Moreover, Fig. 1 shows that, post 1900, the larger the size (M or VEI) of a great-energy event, the closer in time its 
occurrence is to a point of inflection along the trace of polar-drift acceleration.  This size-dependent relationship 
further supports the strong efficacy of jerk or jounce of polar-drift acceleration to cause such events.  However, 
because several cyclical, celestial components of global torque and modes of mass redistribution in and on Earth are 
recognized to vary secular polar drift, we propose that accurately forecasting of extrema of jerk and jounce of secular 
polar drift is complex. 
[29] 
A comparison of Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 shows that the estimated level of global seismic energy of the great quakes appears 
to undulate sympathetically with polar-drift speed.  The match is approximate, but the proportional nature of the 
graphical correspondence when combined with the logarithmic ordinate scales of Fig. 2, appear to imply an 
exponential relationship.  Drift speed is hypothesized to factor into global seismic energy by increasing both plate 
interaction and ellipsoidal-demand loading rates and strain levels, while pulsed extrema of jerk and jounce of polar 
drift may supply substantial triggering impetuses.  Consequently, the ratio between historic and projected values of 
drift speed implies that the next phase of peak speed with its extrema of jerk and jounce may stimulate strong 
triggering that releases about twice the global seismic energy of the 1960 peak period (i.e. 52 /24.5 cm/yr = 2.1x).  
Although seismic energy is not all the energy released in the lithosphere by secular migration of the ellipsoidal figure, 
the speed of polar drift appears an important factor in modulating global seismic energy.  Hence, the historically fast 
speed of polar drift that Earth is currently experiencing implies rather hazardous years ahead during the next few 
periods of strong triggering impetus. 
[30] 
Fig. 3 illustrates general temporal lagging of MGCs that are coincident with location markers of great quakes and large 
volcanic eruptions behind MGCs that are aligned with the polar-drift direction vector.  The drift-direction vector 
orients a global pattern of lateral forcing of the crust (augmenting convection-related drivers of plate motions), as 
indicated by a regular, global pattern of seismic energy for about the last century and by globally systematic 
components of plate motions (Zbikowski, 2018).  Commensurate with region-specific strength of seismic energy and 
crustal forcing, catastrophic-event MGCs lagging passage of drift-direction MGCs implies that a substantial 
accumulation of crustal loading is commonly required to predispose great-energy events, which may then be 
susceptible to triggering by pulses of extreme jerk or jounce. 
[31] 
Analyses of all rationale that may be behind specific occurrences of these great-energy events are beyond the scope of 
this article.  However, two forcing factors seem evident: (1) local accumulation of ellipsoidal demand is apparently 
assisting in loading faults and (2) pulses of extreme jerk and jounce of polar drift (producing jerk and jounce of local 
ellipsoidal demand) is apparently triggering a preponderance of these events. 
[32] 
According to these data and methods, the current speed of polar drift (46 cm/yr in 2017) is, historically, quite fast and 
by 2021 ± 2.5 years is projected to reach 52 cm/yr, or 3.5x the average of the last 117 years.  Additionally, for the 
same 117 years, comparison of the record of polar drift, including its brief periods of extreme jerk and jounce, shows 
correlation between those periods and small groups of great-energy events, and indicates that such clusters have 
average durations of about 14 months. 
[33] 
Therefore, in summary, we forecast that, in the next decade an abundance of great quakes and large eruptions will 
occur within an approximately 14-month span that is centered on a drift-speed peak in 2021 ± 2.5 years (2018.5–
2023.5) and, similarly, on the next upward turning point of drift acceleration in about 2025 ± 2.5 years (i.e. 2021 ± 2.5 + 
~4).  If the 59-year beat in drift-speed peaks is valid (i.e. 1901, 1960, and 2019), then 2019 may center the first 
dangerous 14-month span and the second may center in about 2023 (i.e. 2019 + ~4). 
 
 

Recommendations and Warnings 
[34] 
The evidence presented is preliminary, but sufficient to warrant further work along these lines of inquiry.  Of 
immediate value would be the acquisition of refined and presumably more accurate estimates of future years when 
drift speed reaches prominent peaks, or drift acceleration reaches points of inflection.  To achieve this, a clarification 
of the statistical method needed to produce the most accurate mean-pole time series is required.  A comparison of 
the Gambis and Bizouard results indicates a relatively strong shift in the mean-pole series and the two methods seem 
to vary considerably in suppression of the quasi-annual components (Zbikowski, 2018).  After analysis and appropriate 
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reformulation, an updated version of Fig. 1, showing speed and acceleration of polar drift over time may be 
comprehensively compared, both graphically and statistically, to an updated version of Fig. 2, showing estimated 
global seismic energy.  Further, utilizing the updated data, an algorithm might be developed using a state-space 
representation or related mathematical formalism(s) that could project probabilities of global seismic energy for 
values of jerk and jounce of polar drift, based on a complex formulation of these two related aspects of motion.  Work 
showing qualitatively close correlations of jerk and jounce of ellipsoidal demand and M ≥ 6.0 quakes for the Los 
Angeles and San Francisco regions is already available (Zbikowski, 2014–2015). 
[35] 
If preliminary results presented in this and referenced IfCG articles are valid, the potential impact on human safety with 
the timely application of related methods to risk mitigation and disaster preparedness could be immense.  Worldwide, 
hundreds of millions of people live in regions made hazardous by earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions. 
[36] 
This work is urgent.  If preliminary results are valid, catastrophic events could begin to occur as early as 2018.5.  To 
allow timely preparations on the scales required, confirmation work must be started now and defensible results must 
be produced soon. 
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4. Migration of Earth’s ellipsoidal figure (oblate spheroid) due to polar drift may be thought of as the movement of a 

material ‘wave’ that matches the tipping motion of the rotational axis—southward in the hemisphere of southward 
drift of the North Pole and northward in the hemisphere of northward drift of the South Pole. This wave pivots on an 
axis between equatorial points that are ± 90° longitude of the MGC that is aligned with the vector of polar drift. 
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Appendix A 
 

Speed and Acceleration of Polar Drift 
Calculated Using Mean-Pole Series by Bizouard, 2016 

[1] 
Completeness in our work requires utilizing the mean-pole series presently available from the International Earth 
Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS).  To create this series, Dr. Bizouard performed the statistical treatment 
for conditioning the C01 pole coordinates by using a “more traditional method like Gaussian filter, after suppressing 
the annual and Chandler terms by band pass filter” (IERS, 2017). 

 
[2] 
FIGURE A1 

Fig. A1 shows speed and acceleration of secular drift of Earth's north rotational pole with respect to the net surface 
for the period 1900–2016.45.  ‘TOM’ means ‘Tip-Over Mode’ of the movement of Earth’s net surface with respect to 
the rotational axis—in contrast to the tilt-over mode of axial motion with respect to the celestial frame, which 
results in precession and nutation.  Speed of polar drift (lower, red trace) is calculated incrementally using a mean-
pole data series that was smoothed using a more traditional method like a Gaussian filter, after the Chandler and 
annual wobble terms were suppressed by band-pass filter (IERS, 2017).  Drift acceleration is calculated as the first 
time-derivative of drift speed and then LOESS-span 0.007 smoothed (upper, blue trace).  The LOESS-span 0.08 
smoothed acceleration (upper, black trace) provides a more uniform trend of drift acceleration. 

 
Interpretation 

[3] 
The speed and acceleration series of polar drift that are produced using the mean-pole series by Bizouard show a 
strong shift from the results produced using the mean-pole series by Gambis (IERS, 2017)(Gambis; 2000, 2011).  The 
Bizouard series doesn’t produce results with a 59-year beat in drift speed, or extrema of jerk and jounce that match all 
nominal years with the unusually frequent, clusters of great-energy events that are shown in Table 1 (i.e. 1901, 1905, 
1960, and 1964).  A match for 1901 and a near match for 1905 are shown, but 1960 and 1964 are not corresponding.  
A comparison of spectral powers of the speed time-series using the Bizouard vs Gambis methods shows that (1) near 
the 1-year period Bizouard’s is about 54% of Gambis’ power, and (2) at the 0.5-year period Bizouard’s is about 160% of 
Gambis’ power (Zbikowski, 2018).  Similarly, a comparison of spectral powers of the acceleration time-series using the 
Bizouard vs Gambis methods shows that (3) near the 1-year period Bizouard’s is about 37% of Gambis’ power, and (4) 
at the 0.5-year period both power values are obscured by noise, but Bizouard’s appears to be about equal to Gambis’ 
power (Zbikowski, 2018).  Because cycles of substantial torque components for the Sun (i.e. 0.500 and 1.000 year) and 
temporally similar cycles of torque components from synodic periodicities with Jupiter (1.092 years), Venus (1.599 
years), and Mars (2.135 years) may significantly affect the sequential time-derivative aspects of secular polar drift, the 
question arises whether the relatively strong suppression near quasi-annual periods allows the Bizouard method an 
accurate representation of polar drift.  More analysis is clearly justified; because the Gambis method yielded speed 
and acceleration time-series that correlated closely with great quakes and large volcanic eruptions, while the Bizouard 
method yields quite different time-derivative aspects of polar drift. 
 
[4] 
Refs: 
Gambis, D. (2000). Long-term Earth Orientation Monitoring Using Various Techniques, Polar Motion: Historical and Scientific 

Problems, ASP Conference Series, Vol. 208, p. 337, also IAU Colloquium #178. Edited by Steven Dick, Dennis McCarthy, and Brian 
Luzum. (San Francisco: ASP) ISBN: 1-58381-039-0.  http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/2000ASPC..208..337G  

Gambis, D. (2011). In private email correspondence on March 21, 2011, Dr. Daniel Gambis, then Board member of International 
Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS), shared a data set that was a homogeneous solution of mean poles for 1846–

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/2000ASPC..208..337G


2011.  He compiled the data set using three sequential series from separate sources and to compute a mean-pole time series, 
performed a “CENSUS X11” decomposition of the C01 pole coordinates. 

IERS, (2017). At the time of writing this article (November, 2017), another version of the mean-pole polar drift time-series (1900–
2016.45) was downloaded from the IERS website,  http://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/eop/eopc01/mean-pole.tab  This time-series was 
produced by Dr. Christian Bizouard, current Director of International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS), who 
used a “more traditional method like Gaussian filter, after suppressing the annual and Chandler terms by band pass filter”. 
Quotation is from email correspondence by Dr. Bizouard with this author. 

Zbikowski, D. W. (2018). Spectral, spatial-statistical, and graphical evidence that gravitational interaction with the Moon assists in 
driving Earth’s tectonic plates – Part 1, Institute for Celestial Geodynamics.  
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Appendix B 
 

Modified Fig. 3 – Polar-Drift Direction 
With MGC Limits that Correspond to a Local Direction Factor of 0.95 

[1] 
Recall from Sections [19–20] that Fig. 3 relates MGCs that are aligned with the direction vector of polar drift (blue 
trace) to MGCs that are coincident with locations (markers) of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions for 1890–
2011.05.  Where contemporary blue trace and great-energy event markers are coincident, their location MGCs yield a 
Δ long of 0°, which corresponds to a direction factor of Cos(0°) = 1.000, the maximum.  As discussed in Section [23], a 
(presumed) statistically substantial direction factor of 0.95 results from a Δ long of ± 18.2°, which could be illustrated 
with dash limits above and below the blue trace to give an indication of ranges of both contemporary and 
accumulated ellipsoidal demand that may effectively support (load and trigger) seismicity and volcanism.

 
[2] 
FIGURE B1 

(Adapted from description of Fig 3.)  Fig. B1 relates MGCs aligned with the direction vector of polar drift (blue trace) 
to MGCs that are coincident with locations (markers) of great quakes and large volcanic eruptions for 1890–2011.05.  
The trace of drift-direction MGCs is constructed incrementally from numerous drift MGCs that are calculated as 
tangents sequentially from the data set of mean poles, which has been statistically processed to suppress the two 
wobble components of polar motion and smooth the series of coordinates.  Drift-direction MGCs are projected to 
2030.  For graphic simplicity, drift-direction MGCs and great-energy-event MGCs are plotted on only the Eastern 
Hemisphere, by designating the eastern meridians of the MGCs.  To permit graphical continuity of the trace of drift 
MGCs, the 'Eastern Hemisphere' displayed extends from 40–220° E longitude.  This method of projection utilizes the 
hemispherical symmetry inherent in the global refiguring that is produced by polar drift.  Two dashed traces (violet) 
are 18° above and below the blue trace and so represent outer limits of MGCs that experience 0.95 of peak, 
contemporary ellipsoidal demand. 

 
Interpretation 

[3] 
(Additional to interpretation of Fig 3, Sections [21–23].)  The blue trace of polar-drift MGCs represents a Δ long of 0°, 
which yields a drift-direction factor of 1.00, when calculating the rate of ellipsoidal demand.  As generally regarded 
statistically substantial, a factor of 0.95 results from a Δ long of ± 18.2°, which is illustrated with dash limits above and 
below the blue trace to give an indication of possible ranges of effective rate of ellipsoidal demand.  Although polar 
drift has been shown to assist in driving plate motions (Zbikowski, 2018) and thus loading associated faults, proposing 
a direction factor ≥ 0.95 and its corresponding Δ long (± 18.2°) to define ranges of rate of ellipsoidal demand that 
effectively support (load and trigger) seismicity and volcanism is speculation.  Such a depiction—shown as dashed, 
violet traces in Fig. B1—provides a contemporary range of, presumably effective, rate of ellipsoidal demand over time 
and may allow a better visual sense of how ellipsoidal demand integrates at a location through the years. 
 
[4] 
Ref: 
Zbikowski, D. W. (2018). Spectral, spatial-statistical, and graphical evidence that gravitational interaction with the Moon assists in 
driving Earth’s tectonic plates – Part 1, Institute for Celestial Geodynamics.  
http://www.celestialgeodynamics.org/content/frequently-asked-questions  
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